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T188. MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE DISCOVERY 
‘MOOD’ FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA RESEARCH

Madhavi Ganapathiraju*,1, Narayanaswamy Balakrishnan2
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Background: We have recently presented Schizophrenia Interactome, i.e., 
the network of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) of schizophrenia associ-
ated genes. PPIs predicted by our High-precision Protein-Protein Interaction 
Prediction model (HiPPIP) which uses machine learning to classify features 
of protein-pairs such as colocalization, coexpression, common molecular 
functions and biological processes could explain the apparent discordance 
between modern and historical genetic basis of Schizophrenia (published 
in npj Schizophrenia), and also were instrumental in discovering that OASL 
interacts DDX58 to activate the RIG-I immunity pathway during viral infec-
tion. These novel predicted PPIs were found to be highly accurate based on 
computational and experimental validations, and gave insights into possible 
functions of SZ genes that previously had no-known functional information. 
Even a single novel PPI can have enormous impact on advancement of biol-
ogy, when translated effectively. How can we ensure that 500+ of these novel 
PPIs of schizophrenia interactome are translated effectively?
Methods: We developed a platform for Massive Open Online Discovery for 
Schizophrenia Research, or “MOOD for Schizophrenia Research”, that 
brings together trained biologists and bioinformaticians including those who 
are currently not affiliated with research labs (non-research students, PhDs 
who gave up science careers for administrative/corporate jobs or to take care 
of families, etc), as well as scientists who are active researchers, to hypoth-
esize, discuss and prioritize the novel PPIs. Hypotheses are written as nano-
publications with authorship credit. We are developing a number of features 
on the portal that allow and encourage scientists to create knowledge around 
the predicted PPIs and be recognized and given credit.
Results: The first version of our website that disseminates the Schizophrenia 
Interactome is receiving hundreds of unique users each month. We have since 
developed MOOD for Schizophrenia Research and will present the key features 
of the website in this work. Each PPI can be viewed, researched on and written 
about, by participating scientists. Comprehensive information about the pro-
teins in the PPI regarding their known functions, pathways, diseases and drug 
associations, is made readily available to scientists, allowing them to hypothesize 
the importance of the specific PPI. We present methods that we employ to pro-
mote collaboration in this work. Initially, the portal starts with a few members 
and it grows through referral webs (i.e. current members invite new members). 
The portal has a number of features that recognize and thus entice users to par-
ticipate. We will also present the user feedback and participation.
Discussion: PPIs are central to cellular systems. Yet less than 10% of estimated 
PPIs are known today. Thus, the computationally predicted PPIs which are 
deemed accurate, can accelerate advancement of schizophrenia biology research. 
The time is ripe to benefit from computer science and information technologies 
methods for not only discovering aspects of computational biology but to cre-
ate new mechanisms to promote online collaboration to achieve big things as a 
summation of nanocontributions. The knowledge potential generated through 
this system would aid various principal investigators in well established (but ill 
funded) research labs by giving them access to bioinformaticians and biologists 
around the world who are eager be recognized for their contributions. We pres-
ent here, not merely a website but a novel approach to promote collaborative 
research between people with heterogeneous skills and commitments by benefit-
ing from the untapped talent of researchers around the world.
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Background: Schizophrenia is a complex disorder in which infection and 
immune mechanisms are thought to play a role. Epidemiological and eco-
logical studies have implicated influenza infection in particular and it is 
possible that cross-reactivity, or molecular mimicry, between the influenza 
virus and brain proteins underlies this association. Proteins might share 
amino acid sequences, which could thus provide the basis for an autoim-
mune response that targets endogenous proteins. This study is the first to 
characterise sequence alignment between schizophrenia-related brain pro-
teins and the proteome of the influenza A  virus, and comparing it with 
sequence alignment in proteins not implicated in schizophrenia.
Methods: The software Peptide Match Service (https://research.bioinfor-
matics.udel.edu/peptidematch/index.jsp; Protein Information Resource, 
University of Delaware and Georgetown University Medical Center) was 
used to obtain sequence alignments between protein sequences. A  case-
control study design was used to compare schizophrenia-related proteins to 
proteins not involved in schizophrenia. Schizophrenia-related proteins were 
operationalised as proteins found significant in the Psychiatric Genomics 
Consortium schizophrenia genome-wide association studies (GWAS). The 
control group consisted of null proteins (p-value > .75) in the GWAS. Null 
proteins were also selected to represent genes expressed in tissues other than 
central nervous system tissues. Both groups were equalised for the total 
amino acid count. Perfect pentapeptide matches (i.e. 5 amino acids) in pro-
teins and the influenza proteome were explored.
Results: There was a link between schizophrenia-related (GWAS-
significant) proteins and presence of perfect matches between proteins and 
the influenza proteins polymerase acidic protein (χ2 (1) = 5.284, p = .022, 
two-sided) and RNA-directed RNA polymerase catalytic subunit (χ2 
(1)  =  6.132, p  =  .013, two-sided). Pentapeptide-sharing was found to be 
highly significant between schizophrenia-related proteins and the hemag-
glutinin precursor (χ2 (1) = 17.723, p = .000026, two-sided). There was no 
significant difference (p > .05) between schizophrenia-related proteins and 
proteins not implicated in schizophrenia (GWAS-null proteins) in the fre-
quency of proteins having perfect matches with the influenza A proteins 
PB2-S1, polymerase basic protein 2, matrix protein 1 and 2, and neuramini-
dase. However, the result for matrix protein 1 approached statistical signifi-
cance (χ2 (1) = 3.319, p = .068, two-sided).
Discussion: We find evidence to suggest there is significant overlap between 
the linear structures of proteins involved in schizophrenia and those integral 
to the influenza virus. Future research should establish the biological rel-
evance of this finding, particularly regarding the antigenicity of the peptide 
sequences which we have identified. Extra studies should also go beyond 
sequences and address structural homologies. Future research could assess 
whether an immune reaction against particular schizophrenia-related pro-
teins is a plausible mechanism contributing to psychotic disorders. Also, 
exploring peptide sharing in different influenza strains could offer insights 
into links between influenza pandemics, maternal infection, and psychosis. 
Elucidating peptide sharing might have implications for schizophrenia risk 
management and safe influenza prevention.
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Background: In humans, opioidergic neurotransmission appears to mod-
ulate a variety of behaviors, including the stress response and cognitive 
processes, as well as anxiety and psychosis. One neurobiological process 
which may be modified by the Asn40Asp polymorphism of the μ opioid 
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